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About

MS 2101 series is a Single-Channel, professional UHF wireless

microphone system with LED display screen and detachable

antenna. The system frequency range is 640-690 MHz. The

LED display on the microphone offers you the convenience of

being able to adjust the volume and change the channel

frequency easily.



Features
■ UHF Single-Channel series
■ With oscillation mode of the quartz crystal
■ Strong anti-interference
■ Pre-selected frequency between 640-690 MHz
■ The system adopts the design of singlel-channel, a transmitter working in

different frequencies

■ With audio compressing-expanding technology, the machine can lower

noises and increase the dynamic range.
■ Uniform cardioid pickup pattern isolates the main sound source and

minimizes background noise.

■ Design for place like campus and family etc.

System Specifications

Spec
System: Simultaneous Channels Single Channels, UHF
System: Analog/Digital Analog
System: Frequency Range 640-690MHz
System: Operating Range 300 ft. Line-of-sight
Microphone: Type Dynamic
Transmitter: Battery Type 2 x AA
Transmitter: Battery Life 10 hours
Receiver: Antenna Type Detachable
Receiver: Displays LED



Receiver-Front Panel

1. Power

2. Display screen

3. Long press to choose the frequency automatically and scan

4. Adjust frequency or volume upward manually

5. Parameters adjustment buttons

6. Adjust frequency or volume downward manually
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Receiver-Rear Panel

7．Antenna 8. Balance output 9．Mix out 10．power
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Q & A
Q: When the Receiver is “turned-on” but the indicator does not light up.

A: Ensure that the power cable is well connected and the socket in good condition.

Also check for blown fuse.

Q: Get Bad signal in safe receiving distance range.

A: This may be caused by the receiver not being placed in the right spot or the

presence of a strong magnetic field near the receiver.

Q: Timbre becomes bad

A: This may be caused by the use of the same frequency signals within the same

vicinity. Do not use two machines set to the same frequency at the same time in the

same place. (Two identical frequencies active at the same time require a minimum

of 100m distance apart from each other.)
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